


Dear Reader, 

There will come a time when each of us will struggle, and it is then that our relationships matter most. 
The people around us, family and friends and even strangers willing to share a kind word, can change 
our paths in subtle yet powerful ways. In this edition of Fire & Stones, we explore the influence that peo-
ple can have on our surroundings and on our lives. We look into the interactions that have made us who 
we are and what we will become. We hope this inspires reflection upon your own relationships, as well 
as the initiative to be there for others. 

This magazine is the product of the hard work of many: the student editorial staff, our faculty advisors, 
the school administration, and, of course, the people who submitted their art and writing. 

Evelyn Perfall ‘19, Senior Editor 

Blinking Red
— Lena Weiman ‘21
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She was young;
So was he.

She sat in her favorite pink, ruffled dress at a table filled with unfamiliar faces,
He was across the room cutting a piece out of a tall, white cake,
shooting his eyes ever so sneakily in her direction.

For an instant, they caught each other’s eyes.
Her cheeks rose into plump, red cherries,
As she turned her head away from the handsome man in uniform.

Not a moment later did he appear in front of her.
His kind smile and artic blue eyes
Blew like winter air into her heart.

He said something along the lines of,
Will you dance with me?,
And she said something along the lines of,
Yes.

Now
He drives a bright blue car
That matches those cobalt eyes
That she stumbled into by accident
but all at once fell in love with.

She sits in the passenger seat with
A speckled red scarf tied around her neck
And big round sunglasses hiding her eyes.

She turns to him with her plump cherry cheeks,
And combs his greying hair between her thin,
Pale fingers.
He lets out a muffled chuckle,
While ever so sneakily shooting his eyes in her direction.
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She says something along the lines of,
You really need a haircut, Brian.
And he says something along the lines of,
Whatever you say, Maryann.

And they look forward,
Watching the trees and stone fences
Race outside the car,
Watching the sky erupt with orange sunlight,
And the neighbors planting fresh dahlias in a garden.

They look forward,
Hand in hand,

And smile.

—Gummy Nichols ‘19
Out of Stomach
— Catherine Owens ‘19
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Where I come from,
people eat food with chopsticks,
carefully balancing the nutrients as they carry them to their mouths.
Rice and noodles are staples and always have a permanent spot on the table.
Dim sum comes every week,
tons of small plates stacked with small delicacies overcrowd the table.
Dumplings in all varieties along with pastries filled with sweet pork are enjoyed.

Where I come from,
out the window you can see the paved, black street,
lined with red brick townhouses and mailboxes.
Occasionally, dog owners walk to the grass divider of the road,
relieving their beloved pets.
Children go to play in the park
where there is a pond filled with fish and ducks.
There is no water on the horizon or forest either,
Just the humble qualities of the suburbs.

Where I come from,
People eat bread and bagels for breakfast.
Fried food, hamburgers, and pot roast 
can be found throughout the whole country.
Salty, greasy, rich, and processed flavors
eaten daily to fuel the growing people of a nation.
Two different cultures,
half a world away from each other
with different customs, holidays, and lifestyles
brought together through me and my family.
This is where I come from.

—Adrienne Lai ‘21

Where I come from,
you can look out a window and see a serene mountainside
with beautiful, calm trees filling the expanse full of green,
with life and homes to creatures of all kinds.
A sanctuary for the majestic beasts that dwell in it.
And if you look toward the water,
you’ll find a massive skyline, packed with skyscrapers
where architecture has its glorious stage.
A place where many travel to and from every day,
to work or relax or merely to be entertained.
Junk boats fill the water along with cargo and container ships,
which connect different parts of the world together.

The World We Fight For
— Louisa Treadway ‘21



Happiness ebbs and flows
and cycles to and fro.
At least, I’m told so.
Happiness is driving a little too fast,
the windows down,
blasting music escaping into the wind.
Happiness is the warmth of the sun on your face
after a long, hard winter.
Happiness is the bittersweet taste of iced tea after a long day of play.
Happiness is snow and ice and wreaths of green resting on doors.
Happiness is laughs and bellyaches and
tears escaping to run down to your smile.

Happiness is all these things–
I think.
I hope.

—Helen Treadway ‘19
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Gerald
— Mikaela Discenza ‘19

What is happiness? I mean, what is it really?



The year is 2007. It is a Friday night in the quiet, cookie-cutter suburbs of Washington, DC. The 
time is 6:45 pm, and you are sitting with your feet dangling off your parents bed as you watch your mom get 
ready for her date with your dad. You are eagerly awaiting your babysitter to arrive, she should be here any 
minute. As you wait, the television in your parents’ bedroom is turned to the news. You watch and listen as 
a young news reporter discusses the possibilities of Barack Obama becoming the first black president of the 
United States. You admire your mom as she elegantly buckles her new pair of heels and brushes shimmering 
makeup onto the lids of her eyes. You jump off the bed and walk over to her closet. In your eyes, the doors 
to your mother’s closet glow like the gates to heaven itself. You carefully open the double doors and run 
your fingers through the hanging clothes. You are still listening to the news as you plop yourself on the floor 
of the closet and choose your mother’s highest pair of heels. You put them on and buckle the straps, just as 
your mother had. Slowly but surely, you find a way to stand up. You wobble at first, but quickly find your 
balance. Just then, your mother emerges from her bathroom looking more beautiful than ever. She gives 
you a twirl and asks how she looks, as if you were her personal stylist. You grin from ear to ear as you reply 
confidently, “You look magnificent,” You take the heels off, still listening to the news. Before you escort your 
mom downstairs, you ask her curiously, “is it a good thing that Barack Obama might become president?” 
She replies with a grin and says, “Oh honey, it is a marvelous thing.” Suddenly, the doorbell rings. Your mom 
hollers down to your dad, “Honey! That’s the sitter!” You hide behind your father’s large body as he opens 
the door and greets the young teenager. You follow closely as your dad shows the teenager into the kitchen. 
Nickelodeon is on, and you and your siblings are waiting to see the brand new episode of iCarly that comes 
on at 7:00. You have been waiting for this all week. The doorbell rings again and this time you jump up from 
your comfortable place in front of the TV. Your father, who has beat you to the door, is handing the pizza 
delivery man a five dollar bill. You beg the babysitter to allow you to eat your pizza near the TV, and she 
innocently turns to your dad. He sighs and gives in. You and your siblings smile and slide slices of stuffed 
crust pizza onto paper plates. Your mom places a handful of carrots onto each of your plates and you speed-
walk over to the couch, making sure you aren’t missing the beginning of the new episode. Your parents follow 
you to the couch and give each of you a big kiss on the forehead before they leave. You barely notice them 
doing this because you get distracted when the iCarly theme begins to play. You watch beautiful young girls 
dance and sing on TV and you think about how you want to grow up to be just like them. Before you go to 
bed that night, you sneak into your parents’ bathroom. You use your mom’s makeup just like she did to try 
and make yourself look like the girls you saw on TV. You have to wash it all off before the babysitter comes 
back upstairs - you don’t want her to know you were in your mom’s room. When it is finally time to go to bed, 
you remember that you didn’t have a chance to say goodbye to your parents before they left. Because of this, 
when the babysitter tucks you in, you remind her to send your parents into your room when they get home. 
It is comforting knowing that you will be able to talk to them before the sun rises again. When your parents 
do arrive home that night they quietly sneak into your room, but you are sound asleep. They each give you 
another kiss on the forehead and whisper “goodnight.” You didn’t know they came into your room until the 
next morning.
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Red Thread
— Skye Schofield-Saba ‘21



The year is 2018. It is a Friday morning in the quiet, cookie-cutter suburbs of Washington, DC. 
Your alarm startles you as the sound of a duck quacking fills your room at the unholy hour of 6:45 am. You 
switch on the lamp next to your bed and yank your body to sit up. You remove your phone from its home 
in the charger on your bedside table. It takes a few moments for your eyes to adjust to the light, so you turn 
the brightness down. Still sitting upright in your bed with your heavy, duvet comforter only partly covering 
your body, you begin to scroll through your phone. Your eyes move from left to right on the screen, reading 
like clockwork. You get lost in the machine, you have no sense of how much time has passed. Finally, your 
alarm sounds again and you are reminded that there is a world existing outside your handheld best friend. 
Your eyes re-adjust to the lighting of real life as you climb out of bed and get ready for the day ahead of 
you. You lean your hands on your bathroom counter as you gaze into the mirror to get an even closer look 
at the bags under your eyes and the blackheads covering your face. Your self-tanner left streak marks on 
your arm from the night before, and while you try desperately to even the blotchiness you know there is no 
coming back from that one. You watch your blemishes and blackheads and bags fade away as you blend 
concealer into your face as you have done so many times before. You lightly apply mascara to the roots of 
your eyelashes because you don’t look like yourself without it. You finish off by looking at yourself in the 
mirror one last time and remember when wearing makeup used to be enjoyable. You grab the papers you 
dropped on the ground before going to bed last night and stuff them carelessly into your bag. Your boots 
click on the hardwood of your kitchen floor as you pour yourself a large cup of coffee, knowing that you 
wouldn’t be able to make it through the day without it. Your dad has been at work for hours already and 
your mom is late. She tells you that you will have to get a ride to school with a friend. She rushes out the 
door before you even have time to say goodbye. She didn’t give you a kiss on the forehead. At school, you 
and your best friend talk about the party that you’re going to tonight. You discuss your planned outfits for 
the evening and make small talk about how the girl who everyone hates finally got what was coming to her. 
You arrive in English class and find your entire class watching the newest Supreme Court candidate go on 
trial for accused sexual assault. Your classmates ask you what your opinions are, and you know the answer 
to their question but you force yourself to hold back from sharing your views. You have found recently that 
sharing your opinion makes nothing better. Hours pass and you are with your same best friend at that same 
party that you were both, for some reason, so excited about. You are standing in a dark room filled with 
people and you can’t think of anywhere you would want to be less. Your best friend runs into your arms, and 
you can feel the warm teardrops rush down her delicate face and soak into your shirt. You pull your best 
friend into the bathroom and wipe the dark makeup from the sides of her eyes. Your shoulder is wet and 
makeup-stained, but you don’t care. The bathroom smells, but the sound of the beating music is faint. She 
explains to you what happened, and you wonder how someone could do something like that - ruin someone’s 
life with the simple click of a button. You sit in that same bathroom for the next hour. She explains how she 
trusted him - how he gave her his word. You wonder when being a decent person started being looked down 
upon. You hand your friend the can that you had been slowly sipping on for the past two hours. It is still 
almost full. She grabs it without question and finishes it off in one large gulp. There are marks running down 
her cheeks from where the teardrops fell down her face. You stand up from your perch on the closed toilet 
seat and turn the faucet on. You lightly run a clean towel under the warm water and proceed to squeeze it, 
allowing for water to drip through your hands. Using the warm towel, you wipe the tear streaks off of her 

face as she gazes off into the distance. Finally you help her up by pulling her arms forward, and she somehow 
manages to stand on her own two feet. She makes her way to the door, a little wobbly but confident enough 
to fend for herself. Just before she unlocks the door to release the raging, untamed beast that is reality, you 
squeeze your best friend’s hand and whisper, “Whatever you go through, you get through. So even if you’re not 
good, you’re good.” She smiles for the first time that night and swings the door open. You can hear the music more 
clearly now, and you follow her back into the dark room. You emerge from the hallway and the crowd of teenagers 
quiets down momentarily and turns in your direction, but before you can think about it, something else has caught 
their attention and they are on to the next thing. You wonder if they know how much it hurts. They don’t. When 
they all look away and you follow your friend up the stairs, you realize that the entire deranged situation is just 
something to keep them entertained. You can picture another girl crying on the bathroom floor of a lame party the 
very next weekend. As you guide your friend up the basement stairs and emerge on the main level of the house, 
you can hear the TV playing the news at 11:00. You stop and stand obscurely in the corner of the room, hoping 
to hear what the news has to say before you make your final departure for the night. You hear a young reporter 
discussing the controversial new president of the United States. Hearing this, you suddenly lose interest, knowing 
that dwelling on the adversity of the nation’s situation will not change anything. You try to remember the last time 
you heard about something positive on the news. For a while you cannot think of anything, but then you remember 
that night watching the news in your mother’s bedroom. You wonder for the second time that night when being 
a decent person went out of style. After safely depositing your friend in her bed, you finally sneak back into your 
own house. The door creaks loudly on your way in, but you can hear your mom snoring from upstairs, which 
brings you comfort. You step quietly into your dark house and can see the moving pictures of a TV coming from 
the family room. The television provides just enough light to see your dad asleep on one couch and your dog on the 
other. You can see that your father’s work shoes were quickly dropped to the floor as they lie desolate on the plain 
carpet. Your dad, still wearing his work clothes, lies asleep on the couch as you lightly spread a blanket atop him. 
You lean down and gently give him a kiss on the forehead. Picking up the remote to turn off the TV for the night, 
you notice a preview for an upcoming episode of iCarly. You wonder what the world has come to.

—Eva Balistreri ‘21
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As I bite into the frozen chocolate, I am transported back to the main street of St. James. I can 
already taste the salty-sweet summer winds. I watch the tiny shops of the time capsule town dance by to the 
whistle of the train that comes in from the city. St. James, New York has been the definition of my summers 
for as long as I can remember. St. James is one of those small towns where everyone knows each other. It’s 
the type of town where every store is called by a last name sitting next to another name – Mercep’s Butcher 
and Spage’s Drugstore – like two friends on a park bench, where names like Whole Foods and CVS have 
never been and never will be.

Clunk crash! I jolt upright in my seat as we drive over the railroad tracks. “We’re here,” my mom 
says, just as she always does when we perform our weekly ritual. As I step out of the car, my nose is 
welcomed by the smells of flour, sugar, and baked goods, smells that in any other place would make me 
violently ill. Not because I don’t like them, but because I can’t. Dairy, gluten, soy, and coconuts always seem 
to sneak their way into pastries. I imagine them sitting at a table in a dark corner and colluding on how many 
ways they can make my life unsweet.

However, as I walk to the little brick shop on the corner, I can see the flour and sugar form a 
forcefield that my tormentors can never enter. I look up at the sign: Garguilo’s Bakery. For years now those 
words have meant two things for me: safe and happy.

As I walk through the doors, the worn, wooden floors creak their welcome. I walk up to the counter 
and it’s as if Mr. Garguilo captured the rainbow. I am surrounded by pies, cookies, cakes, brownies, and 
cupcakes in every joyous color known to man.

Mrs. Garguilo walks up to the counter, talking with her thick Long Island accent at a mile a minute. 
“_____! it’s so nice to see you again! How’s your grandfather, we just made a new batch of pinoles, and we 
have tons of your brownies, and don’t worry, I made sure they’re the right ones this time.” (Mrs. Garguilo is 
referring to the time when she accidently gave us the brownies with gluten and had to call up her friend Pete 
Mercep the butcher to tell us to go back for the right brownies. That was last year, and she has never made 
that mistake since, but she recounts the tale every time we go.) “And don’t worry, we’ll make your sticky buns 
for Christmas morning, it’s so nice that we get to help keep up your Christmas traditions, Pete and Junior 
are going to try to make a cake version of the brownies for your birthday, oh, do you want a brownie for the 
road?” She talks as if she is speed reading my thoughts and dreams.

“Yes, please,” I say, out of breath, as I if I were the one speaking at a mile a minute and not her. She 
hands me my favorite pastry in Garguilo’s and the world: a chocolate brownie covered in chocolate. 

I take a bite and a smile spreads across my face. With each bite, the hard, chocolate outside melts to 
reveal its brownie core and my smile grows larger. If heaven had a taste, this would be it.

My mom and I thank Mrs. Garguilo and walk out of the shop, past salty-sweet summer winds back 
to reality. I’m back in Virginia. Fall has blown away the taste of summer and has replaced it with the sound 
of crinkling autumn leaves and the smell of burning log fires trying to keep their masters warm. I look at 
the bags and bags of Garguilo’s brownies in the back freezer. I take the last bite of brownie. The melting 
chocolate spreads that same summer smile, I see the little brick shop on the corner, I hear Mrs. Garguilo’s 
mile-a-minute, Long Island accent singing with the whistle of train, and a thought spreads through my mind.

“Yes. This is heaven.”

—Louisa Treadway ‘21
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Baked Goods
— Xander Chiaramonte ‘20

Baked Goods
— Xander Chiaramonte ‘20



We never really think about our own hands and nails. We don’t have the time to make our hands 
pretty, nor do we have the leisure time to protect them from getting damaged. We often think that’s pretty 
funny, considering the line of work we’re in. We look at each other from across the crowded but very silent 
room and giggle to ourselves. We spend our mornings and afternoons holding other people’s hands in our 
own. We often wonder why strangers so easily give such a personal part of their body to us. We hold their 
hands so gently it reminds them of past lovers they had and the feeling of being cared for by a quiet soul. We 
unintentionally become a part of these strangers’ lives because of the simple ways we touch their hands.

We start our mornings in the break room behind the waiting space. We boil some water on the stove 
top and measure out one tablespoon of mung beans. We carefully dump the spoon into the steaming water 
and wait precisely 8 minutes to turn the stovetop off. Our mothers repeated these steps religiously each 
morning when we were children. With curious eyes we would watch them sip the juice from the mung bean, 
and our tummies would twist and turn. The smell that once stained our childhood has now become our 
morning perfume.

Lily, Rose, Mala. We pin our American names on our black uniforms when we are called up to the 
waiting room. We smile. We speak softly. We ask if they would like a drink. We try not to laugh at the poor 
color choices they make. We try not to sigh when they tell us we need to start over. We try not to have shaky 
hands. We try not to breathe too heavily or cough. We try not to smile too much when we see that a grown 
man has come in for a mani pedi. We pray that we are not chosen to scrub his feet.

We make friends. Some women look at their nails after we’re done and blabber on and on in their 
bellowing voices about how much they love them. They come back each week and request that we do 
it again, in the same way, but in a different color. They go on and on defending their color choices and 
sometimes even asking us what would look best on them. They say luxurious things like, I’m going on a trip 
to the Bahamas, so I think this blue would be best. Or, My mother-in-law is in town; I think a good red will do the trick. 
They make us laugh. They care about us, too, which we find strange. They remember our birthdays, and 
Christmas, and they ask us about our babies and our mothers back home. We hold their hands softly and 
delicately as they listen to our stories, and we find it hard to let go of them when we are done.

Our jobs are surrounded by hands. We have touched all sizes, colors, and ages of hands. We have felt 
sadness, grief, agony, love, joy, anxiety, and fear through these hands. We have made enemies and friends 
with these hands. We have watched our mothers stir pots of mung beans with their hands. Everything in our 
lives has revolved around hands. But our hands. Our hands are nothing more than ordinary hands.

—Gummy Nichols ‘19
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Cairns
— Adrienne Lai ‘21



She can’t remember much. She remembers sitting with her seatbelt unbuckled in that light blue 
minivan whose paint was chipped no matter where you looked. She remembers turning the stereo up way 
too loud, screaming the words to “Mr. Brightside” by The Killers, and bobbing her head to the beat. She 
remembers hearing her mom tell her to turn the music down. She remembers pretending she didn’t hear, 
leaning way back in the fabric seat, and propping her bare feet up on the tarnished, false wood of the dash. It 
was lemonade: so sweet it was tart, so sweet it hurt.

She remembers more, though. She remembers finally agreeing to turn the music down. She 
remembers her mischievous smile as she slowly turned the dial left, then jacked it all the way to the right. She 
remembers her mother’s surprised yelp.

What she remembers most of all is glass. She remembers glass falling from everywhere: onto her 
face, onto her hands, once the car had finally stopped rolling. She remembers hanging upside down, unable 
to release her seat belt. She remembers the cracked windows obscuring her view of anything but the inside 
of the car. She remembers the glass on the roof of the car, on the dash, in her face and hair. She remembers 
the glass shards in her mother’s shirt, slowly staining the pink fabric red. She remembers the glass on her 
mother’s face, where it stayed because her mother didn’t brush it off. She remembers screaming loud enough 
it might shatter what in-tact glass remained. She remembers her tears dripping up as she looked away. She 
remembers drowning. In guilt, in shame.

She remembers night falling, the glass fogging up, her mother’s skin getting colder. Her skin getting 
colder. She remembers being trapped in that car for an unknown amount of hours, stone still. She was stiller, 
deader than her mother. Her mother swung slightly, a metronome for the beating of her heart. A metronome 
whose tick, tick, tick, tick would never get out of her head. She hung, head and heart pounding in time with the 
metronome, pounding her fists against all the glass to that strange rhythm. And she hung there, and hung, 
seemingly forever, allowing herself to be cut by all the glass shards, hoping, praying that the ticking would 
finally stop.

—Amy Gastright ‘21
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Paranoia
— Catherine Owens ‘19





Silent nights, holy nights,
Ambulances and last rites.
Stockings with narcan,
It’s happening again.

Trees and lights,
Where’s he spending his nights?
Tinsel and needle,
He’s far too feeble.

Black tar Friday,
They have nothing to say.
Rudolph, Dancer, and Vixon,
We owe it to you, Mr. Nixon.

This year, The Grinch isn’t green,
He’s powder: cheap, and mean.
He’ll visit you and he’ll visit you,
You should know what your kid’s up to.

If only I had never started,
Away my body gets carted.
Tears in their eyes,
While reindeer prance the skies.

—James Hurley ‘19
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Woodcut
— Quinten Staples ‘19
(Opposite)‘19



The mist. Light blue, feathered air gently embraces each blade of grass, protecting it from the harsh 
sunlight that day brings. In the morning, the mist is a blanket, enveloping all it touches with the gentle caress of a 
mother to a newborn child.

The mist. It’s a shroud, a disguise. Ominous tentacles snake around every flower petal, preventing it from 
drinking in the clear morning air. In the morning, the mist is a witch’s spell, smothering all it touches with the 
suffocating grasp of a murderer on a weak animal’s throat.

The mist.
Once upon a time, there was a girl. The girl lived a golden childhood. She often laughed, seldom cried. 

Her siblings were her best friends. Her parents gave her everything a girl could want. Private school. Her pick of 
sports teams. All the things she asked for.

Once upon a time, there was a girl. Throughout her childhood, she knew how to laugh at her clumsiness, 
and how to cry where no one could see her. Her brothers were kind on good days. Her parents were functional.

On good days, she’d trip on her shoelaces, and the family would laugh together. She’d giggle through her 
scraped knees and wounded pride. She’d swim a bad race, and her parents would tell her it wasn’t her day. She’d 
ramble at the table, and her parents would smile at her awkwardness.

Then there were the bad days, or weeks. She’d tiptoe around the house, trying to stay out of sight. Selfish. 
She’d nod and hustle out, throat burning, reminding herself she could do whatever she needed to do later. She’d 
strike out, eyes watering in frustration. Moron. She’d look down and say nothing, heart pumping out scalding 
blood, telling herself there’s always next inning. She’d interrupt a silent stalemate, brain forgetting how to think. 
Idiot. She’d sit quietly, then back away, folding into herself.

Her friends would say, I wish I could live like you. My family is so boring and my parents are so mean to me.
But she knew. She knew other families did not “discipline” like hers did. She knew that other families’ 

“expectations” were far less strenuous than hers. She knew that her friends had it good, and that the grass always 
seems greener on the other side.

Friends would complain, My parents fight all the time. It’s awful.
But she knew. She knew that all couples squabble. She knew that a squabble was a mere pinch compared 

to the wars that raged under her roof. Her father would turn red, his warpaint. Her mother would shriek a 
horrible war cry that intimidated all who faced her. She would hide her eyes behind closed doors, and cover her 
ears sitting with the fans turned all the way up. She couldn’t sleep without a fan’s disguising whir.

The mist. What people saw, what she chose to tell, what truth lay beneath the veneer. It’s a truth that she 
has yet to tell. It would drag out the sun from its cold slumber, and burn the mist away. When the truth is out for 
everyone to see, will the grass still be greener on her side?

When the mist is gone, will there be any grass at all?

—Amy Gastright ‘21
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Rooftops
— Roger White ‘19

Rooftops
— Roger White ‘19



We ignore the festering toothpaste residue on the counter. Our eyes glaze over the overflowing trash 
can filled with diapers, empty lotion containers, used tissues from when the kids had the flu last week, an empty 
glitter nail polish container, and clumps of our thick brown hair from our shared hairbrush. Our dog peed on our 
shower mat, forcing us to replace it with a Dora the Explorer beach towel for the time being. However, it’s been 
a couple of weeks now, and there’s no sign of the old mat, so I think the beach towel is gonna be our permanent 
foot drier from here on out.

The shower reeks of metal rust and lavender body wash. On a good day, we jump in the shower at 6:00 
am and submerge ourselves in the water for three minutes. Any longer than that causes the bottom of the shower 
to flood. On a bad day, we wake up with a feeling of lowness and emptiness in the pit of our tummies, so we 
limp through the bathroom door and allow ourselves one extra minute of warmth. The boiling hot water hits 
our backs and it feels like tiny hugs across the parts of our body that too often get ignored. For one extra minute 
we stare into the falling water, close our eyes, and drown ourselves in the warmth. We walk out of that shower 
feeling baptized, feeling reborn, finally feeling human again. However, in the minute separating 3 from 4, the 
ceiling downstairs begins to leak. Water streams down the walls like blood from veins, so we grab bowls from 
our kitchen cabinet to catch the water. Almost every morning we have to do this because that extra minute is so 
necessary.

I put on my makeup while he shaves his beard. We both look intently into the mirror, not saying a word 
as we continue our morning routine. I say “excuse me” as I reach in front of him to open the sink drawer. He 
moves without saying a word or breaking his eye contact with the mirror. The drawer is filled to the brim with 
unnecessary things that clutter our life, but addressing the mess would mean that we know it’s bad. It’s easier to 
ignore the mess, the loose band aids, empty shaving cream bottles, dirty wash clothes, broken hair dryers, pill 
bottles, eye drops, reading glasses, magazines, and tangled jewelry piled up. I struggle for a few minutes to open 
up the drawer to retrieve a comb but have little success. He looks down at me for a second only to return to the 
mirror with a sigh and an eye roll.

In the evenings, I walk into the bathroom to take off my makeup and wash my face. He is there too, 
brushing his teeth. In my pink nightgown I stand beside him awkwardly pulling a makeup wipe from the plastic 
container. Our elbows accidentally brush up against each other, and we quickly pull away without a word. He 
finishes before me and walks out of the bathroom, leaving his wet toothbrush on the counter. I watch as the foam 
seeps into the bristles and puddles around the head of the brush. I stare at it for a while, thinking. Each night, I 
stare at the foamy pile of white bubbles on top of his stupid toothbrush and wonder what would happen if I just 
threw it away. I stand in front of the speckled mirror and promise myself that tomorrow will be the day.

But sadly, each morning I walk into the bathroom that smells of metal rust and lavender body wash, and 
pay no mind to the festering toothbrush. I leave it there to rot, until he walks in there too, and the day begins 
again.

—Gummy Nichols ‘19
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—Max Rudasill ‘19
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The world is silent. Your only company is the stars hundreds of thousands of miles away, giving off a light 
that may no longer exist. Evangeline, the North Star, Polaris, whatever you want to call it, represents an 
unknowingness of what’s to come, of what the future holds. As you think about the complex notion of the 
universe and the world surrounding you, you dip your toe into the icy water. A shiver travels up your spine 
till the numbness sets in and you place your other foot in the water. Rings ripple across the surface and distort 
the once-crystalline reflection of the night sky. The yellows mix with the blues, creating a rich emerald green 
as black blends with the cobalt, creating a fourth dimension to the reflected world above: a universe full of 
limitless potential and undisturbed turmoil. As you wade farther into the water, you see an owl soar above 
your head, landing on the adjacent branch. It sits watching the world go by as you silently stand and watch 
him watching. Without warning, the bird’s wings whip together and apart, and you gaze at its grace as it 
flies off toward the stars. In that moment you wish for the full-fledged freedom which the owl possesses, the 
ability to pack your things at the snap of a finger and disappear. You wish to leave behind the judgement that 
accompanies family dinners.The recognition of possibility, of a life free of judgement and roots, is accompanied 
by a warmth that overcomes the tingling in your legs. You wade deeper into the rich blue reflection of the 
universe and watch as the ripples further distort the world you wish to explore. A world free of judgement and 
cruelty. You suddenly feel the ice along your chest. Your heart rate has begun to slow and your vision becomes 
foggy. You think to yourself it’s time, time to take the jump, and you submerge yourself under the surface of the 
water. The bottom is just far enough that you can’t touch, and the surface just barely out of reach. Your body 
succumbs to shock, your muscles tighten, and the air in your lungs compresses. As you silently suffer beneath 
the surface you have come to the final crossroads: fight the urge or follow the owl to the edge of the universe. 
It’s your decision.

—Cole Snodgrass ‘19

The Far Side of the Moon
—Lilly Cady ‘19
(Opposite)



“Dawlin’ all you need is an ax, vodka, and chocolate,” Mamère says as I help her into her chair. As the wind 
whistles past the house and down the street, all I can do is shake my head and say, “Of course Mamère. Thanks for 
the advice.” I give her a faint smile and tuck a blanket around her thinning legs before I head out of her room into 
the chaos of the rest of the house.

A quick glance out the window confirms that the sky has only gotten darker, turning into a blue, which is 
too deep. The lazy moss, which drapes off the two old oaks by the sidewalk outside the house, whips around in a 
frenzy, tangling with the purple, green, and gold beads leftover from last year’s Mardis Gras. “Boys, I need more 
plywood and tape! Flo? Flo, you too!,” Ol’ Man shouts from down the hall. Reluctantly, I move away from the 
window and head toward the back door. The old floor boards creak underneath my steps, groaning in fear of the 
oncoming storm. Out back in the garage is where we keep all the hurricane supplies. Chase is helping Billy pile on 
as much plywood as he can bear. “Flo, Billy and I are gonna start boarding up the windows on the second floor. 
Grab some plywood and duct tape and help the Ol’ Man finish up the downstairs.” On the shelf is the leftover 
camo duct tape that Chase used back when he was ten when he decided he no longer liked the color of his bike, he 
wanted it to be invisible instead. I laugh softly to myself as I head back inside.

“Ol’ Man, what room are you in?,” I shout, competing with the growing wind. “Kitchen!” The Ol’ Man has 
his back to me as I enter, tee shirt stained in sweat and shoulders slumped in worry. As I step forward to look at his 
face, his eyes are dazed. He points and says “we started measuring y’all when you each turned three.” The wall by 
the fridge is tattooed with our names, dates, and heights. It tells the story of how I used to be taller than Chase, but 
never taller than Billy. It tells the story of how the names used to be recorded in nice, neat, feminine handwriting, 
then Mamère’s shaky scrawl after she moved in, and then the Ol’ Man’s block print when he could finally bring 
himself to do it. When I look back to his face, his eyes clear and he grabs the tape. “The windows in here should 
be taped, this room is least likely to get hit with the harder blasts. Let’s use the plywood for the windows in the 
hallway.”

For the next hour we methodically tape Xs from corner to corner, blocking the remaining windows and our 
view to the outside. Our eyes no longer able to see the racing clouds almost dampens our worries, but then our ears 
pick up the noise of the storm outside. We fill up the bathtubs with water, stockpile the batteries and flashlights, 
bring blankets and pillows downstairs, and make sure the crank radio still works. If the power goes, this will be our 
only source to the news channels.

When all of this is done, I check on Mamère. It appears she is napping, but her eyes open while I put a 
flashlight and book next to her chair. “Mamère, why an ax, vodka, and chocolate?” With watery blue eyes that have 
witnessed the world, she looks at me and says, “Vodka to steel the nerves, chocolate to warm the heart, and an ax, 
dawlin’, to break through the roof when God does not stop the flood.”

—Helen Treadway ‘19
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Only vile things grow
when Earth is gone and darkness is left living.
Cold penetrating through every crack,
fueling it to reach up
out into the abyss
and grab on to the next entity
floating, drifting, flying by
swirling through nothingness.
Together they travel beyond,
past the dying stars and planets
down the black holes, funneling night,
deep into the source of shadow,
diving into the cool blanket of blindness.
They finally find comfort in the universe.
A strange peaceful crevice to call home.
A place where nothing can see
the black light building,
becoming voluminous
as rancid things brew.

—Adrienne Lai ‘21
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contd.

Remember how you grabbed your mother’s hand every night and watched the lazy Mediterranean 
sun set in slow motion? You tried your best to overlook the distant poppings of gunfire and focus on the sky 
instead, relishing in the neon pinks and oranges that scored themselves against the cotton candy clouds. That 
city skyline, mirrored lazily by the infinite expanse of dappled cerulean blue and oil black, seemed to build 
itself back up into its former glory as the shadows of the waning daylight painted the sludge-coated streets and 
bomb-blasted buildings into a blue deep enough to compete with the endless stretch of the ocean in front of it. 

You’ll never forget that sinking feeling in your stomach on those days where it was safe enough to go to 
the beach. The fragmented glimpses of happiness you chased like those crabs on the shoreline hurt more than 
the dangerous days because you knew they would never last. You picked your way through a sea of dirt and 
beer bottles and old needles to reach the water itself, clutching onto your green bucket and yellow spade like a 
lifeline. 

  Remember the feeling of the gritty sand filtering through your toes? Wading into that empty void of 
nothingness and feeling stranded yet oddly anchored reminded you of the stories your parents discussed in 
hushed voices around the breakfast table amongst the displaced clinks of the passion fruit juice pitcher:
The neighbor’s child slipped into the water on the boat escape to Cyprus on Thursday.
Gone? 
Gone. So sad. 
God willing they find her again.
You know they won’t. 
The conversations multiplied from once a week to an endless cacophony, rising in tempo with the steadily 
encroaching throbs of car bombs outside your precious balcony. You knew then it was time to leave, didn’t 
you? Those precarious days spent rambling on the waterfront were snatched away from you and replaced with 
flight plans and moving vans. 
 Remember that final night? You stepped out into the dry heat of the evening to face your beloved 
sunset for the final time. The night ached with beauty, and you paused for a moment to let melancholy wash 
its heavy froth over you in incessant waves. You spent what felt like an eternity in that time bubble of a sunset, 
watching the dirt rise up from the city and speckle the date trees, stroking your balcony with a molasses coating 
of sun-soaked dust. 
 Saying goodbye to your family was just as hard as learning to let go of that view. Everything that kept 
you rooted to the ground was held in the ancient marble of your balcony. The familiar faces, community life, 
and your picturesque sunset drifted away from you as you soared up on that rickety MEA airplane, watching 
the noon sun highlight every element of your hometown you would miss for good.
•••
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 America. You’re used to it now, but can you remember how it felt to move here? You couldn’t even 
go into Costco. You looked up at the fluorescent lighted rows of goods and nearly fainted. 

The shrill pitch of American English was unbearable to you. You felt yourself drowning in a trench 
of shallow greetings, of shallow customs, of shallow people. You would have preferred the bone-racking 
booms of your home to the plastic perfection of your new house any day. The raw beauty and unashamed 
flawedness of your balcony called to you, oceans away. You felt its attractive tug wherever you went. 
 Your identity cracked and shattered like the seashells you stepped on as a child. Your accent 
was picked apart with the cruel taunts of your classmates, so you cast the true version of yourself away. 
You lived a double life and floated into a suspended, uncharted abyss. You swallowed your classmates’ 
meaningless food with a gracious nod and gasped for air. You called your grandfather from home to assure 
him how much you loved it here and sank even deeper:
The neighbors are taking me swimming this Thursday, Grandfather. 
Really?
Really. So fun. 
God willing they keep you safe. 
You know they will. 
•••

Right now, you forget how it feels to be a stranger. You created an artificial sense of familiarity in the 
neon glow of your attic bedroom. You feel comfortable without the depth of your home, and you push any 
memory of tragedy out of your head to focus on the bright lights of your future. 

But you can’t forget the sun. You live in a world so captained by flickering bulbs that you forget 
your true light source, the one that you stared at so longingly every night as a child. Remember how it feels 
to live two lives. Reach back into the sunken shipwreck of your memories and recall your balcony, even 
though all that remains of it is a charred hunk of rubble. The structure may not exist anymore, but the 
feeling you can pursue. Find the same beauty in your natural surroundings that you did back then. Live 
your two lives with pride. Just as it did back then, that same optimism in life itself will keep you afloat. 
 
—Lili Abizaid ‘20
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You wake up, because you wake up every day, but you don’t know the world has ended.
(It always takes a while to figure out you have died, because death is almost exactly like life. If you die in 

your bed, you’ll wake up in your bed the next morning. If you were living at 966 East Elm Drive before you die, 
you’ll be living at 966 East Elm Drive after you die. It’s just that your parents won’t be there. Or your brother. Or 
your friends. If they’re still alive, that is.)

But the morning after the apocalypse, everyone is there. (Because everyone has died. It’s just that nobody 
knows it.)

So you wake up, because you wake up every day, and you don’t feel different at all. (That’s because you 
aren’t different. You won’t ever be different again.) You go down the stairs. (Maybe, by now, something feels off. 
Maybe not.) Your dad is at the dining room table doing a crossword, your brother is still in his bedroom on his 
phone, and you ask “What’s for breakfast?”
(You’re not hungry, though. You won’t ever be hungry again.)

“I don’t know,” your dad says, with a well-hidden, lost expression somewhere behind his eyes. “I thought I 
might make… toast?”

He sounds unsure. You nod, run a hand through your hair, and decide to get dressed, so you go back up the 
stairs. Everything feels mechanical. It’s like there’s a cloud in your brain.

You look out the window. Everything looks normal. The storms seem to have stopped. (There’s no wind at 
all. There will never be wind again.)
You go back downstairs, still in your pajamas. Your dad looks across at you and doesn’t comment. You run a hand 
through your hair again. “Did something happen?” you ask, or maybe “What happened,” because by now it’s clear 
that something did.

“Don’t know what you’re talking about,” your dad says cheerfully, and he stands up and walks into the 
kitchen, humming.

You wonder if he knows something and decide probably not.
Unsure of what to do, you open the front door. The temperature outside is indistinguishable from the 

temperature inside, so the air feels like nothing. (In fact, there is no air, and there will never be air again. You 
breathe anyway, because you expect to.)

You decide to visit your neighbor.
She’s home, she’s happy to see you, and you sit on her front porch and look out at the street. A few lights 

are on in the houses across from you. You almost ask her, “Do you feel weird?” and she almost asks you the same 
question. Instead, you talk about school, homework, and how glad you are that it’s Saturday.

(It will always be Saturday. It will never not be Saturday again.)
You don’t know the world has ended, and you won’t find out for a couple of weeks.

—Bette Vajda ‘19

Turntable
— Eva Balistreri ‘21



Pleasant days of foolishness
Are gone, or so preach those who allow time
To be their master. They wake each morning
Believing mature delight a fiction
And times long past of passion and of joy
Are lost, and know not what they are losing.

Happy few know that losing
Chances to laugh or sing is foolishness.
They remember youth, but they know that joy
Surrounds us all if we can spare the time
To see that age is a kind of fiction,
And it takes but a smile to greet the morning.

Small children know. Each morning
Brings a sunny day of winning, losing,
Laughing, spinning brilliant tales of fiction
And dancing with wild, perfect foolishness.
They live now, are now, and they allow time
To pass, not bothering with bygone joy.

We embrace remembered joy
For it warms us faintly like the morning
Sun; we cannot bear to let it go. Time,
Rushing on, makes us afraid of losing
What we love. See us in our foolishness,
Clutching memories, our precious fiction.

But in worshipping fiction,
We forget to love the beauty, the joy
In all that we do. It is foolishness
To ignore the splendor of the morning
Sky and linger in the night, for losing
A moment to this is misusing time.

It is limited, our time,
So let us spend it like children. Fiction
Can wait for the days when we are losing
Strength and can only reminisce, for joy
Belongs to those who seek it, and morning
Brings a chance to laugh and love foolishness.

Go! You’re losing precious time.
It is foolishness to cling to fiction
When joy sings in every graceful morning.

—Evelyn Perfall ‘19
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